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1. 	 A sequence is said to be convergent to jJ of order 
a with asymptotic error constant A if lim Irn~ I~I = /\. 

'n-----1-XJ Pn P 

(i) Let 9 : [a, b] ---+ [a, b] a continuous function. Shm", thal function 
9 ha:-i at least one fixed point in ((1,. b): that is, there is a point 
p* E: ro, {)1 such thal g(p*) ]/. S'? 

(ii) 	 Let Pn: 1 = g(PnL with Po E (0, b), give a fixed point itcratiOl1. 
Please find a sufficient condition sHch that this fixed poillt ir.(~ra-

lion is convergent of k, where k is a positive w;; 

(iii) Show 	that the Newton's method is a local quadratic method (i.e. 
(\; = 2), if the method is convergent. 5'k 

2. 	 Show that if 'u(:r:) is a function that interpolates f(x) at ;ro, ;1:'1, ... ,Tn-l 

and u(x) is a function that interpolates f(:r:) at .r1 :t'2,"" Tn then the 
functioIlIr(:r) giv(,l\ hy 

lJI ( ;;; ) 

interpolates f(;r·) a.t TO, Xl, ... , .T", (10%) 

3. 	 Is it possible to use +h) +bf(x) + ('f(:1' h) suitably chosen 
coefficients a, b, c to approximate f"'(X)? How ma.ny functioll values 
at least arc required to approximate I"'(:1')? 

4. 	 Consider the initial valnc problem 

a :s; 	t :s; b.(I.V.P. \ { y' = .I.·.U, .If),
} 	 y(a)=o. 

(a) 	Show that 

,)
I1.

y' (l, ) -1' 
') Ie)·2h 	 d 

for 	some (i with t, :s; C =:; 

1 
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(b) Par! ( a) suggest.s the (liffenmce mdhod 

11}i+2 = 4Wi+l - 3Wi 2hf(ti~ Wi), for i = 0, 1~ ... ,n - 2. 

Analyze this method for consistency, stability and convergence. 

5. 	 Consider a linear system Ar b, where 

A [~~~]
a 0 1 

(i) Choose the nmge of (J so 	that A is positive definite. (.5%) 

(ii) Find a range of a so 1.,hat the Jacobi iteration converges. (5%) 

(iii) Find a range of a so 	that the Gauss-Seidel iteration converges. 
(3%) 

6. A - [ a a	 c ] where a :::0 0(1) and c: is sufficiently smalL - 2(a+c:) 2a 

(a) Find Al. ro'?,) 

(b) Choose b, ob, :r and 8x such that 


Al: b, £1(x + o:r) b + ob, 


'18bland ~ is small but 	 is large. (10%)111)11= ' 

(c) 	 Choose b, ob, x and ox such that 


b, £1(x+ox) b+ob, 


'.., 11 1 11 6"11=. Iand IS sma , )Ut	 IS arge. (lOR)1bllcx, 
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